
How learning the skills for the impro world can
help creativity, confidence and collaboration.

a vital skill for life and business success
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WHO NEEDS
THIS KEYNOTE?
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For businesses that are looking to help their
people approach meetings and presentations
in a new more effective way

For teams who have been working remotely
and are looking to connect in a fun yet deep
way

For businesses who are seeking new ideas and
new ways of thinking and behaving and
connecting back to their humanness

For events that need their people to feel
energised and uplifted while learning new
ideas that will really make a difference
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BEING PRESENT – how to truly be present so you can get the
most out of your time at work

LISTENING – how shifting up your listening to both others
and yourself can have a profound impact on your success or
failure in business

ACCEPTING OFFERS – how developing either a Yes and or a
Yes How mindset can change all your interactions for the
better

Three fundamental skills of improvision that will make them and
their businesses more successful in presentations, meetings and
interactions.

These three skills are:
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After delivering her talk companies can work
with Em and her team at Laugh Think Play
to Deliver deep cultural change with their
Play Partnerships – (these can include but
are not limited) to retreats, day workshops,
running train-the-trainer sessions and more.

F O L L O W  U P  A C T I V I T Y
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I am Em Stroud. For over the last twenty years I
have been exploring the worlds of laughing,
thinking and playing. I have been doing this in the
worlds of improvisation (performing across the UK
and globally), coaching some of the top of CEOS
and business owners around the world while
exploring the worlds of personal and leadership
development and the world of Clowning. 

This has led me to have a unique insight of the
world from the world of high level business success
to creating shows that have been performed off
the West End. 

My first number book Lessons From a Clown is a
number one best seller and am currently writing
my second. I have been invited to speak at two
TEDx events and have two successful podcasts
(Clowning Around and the recently launched
Simply Feel Better Podcast). I have spoken around
the world to audiences from all sectors and clients
have included Bloomburg, Airbus, Barclays, King to
name a few. I have been featured in multiple press
places including BBC, BBC radio, Telegraph,
Physiologies as examples. I am one of the
cofounders of the new Global Movement Laugh.
Think and Play.
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